Passiv

3. Zusammenfassung:

Put into the Passive Voice! Make two sentences if it is possible:
(Setze ins Passiv! Wenn möglich bilde zwei Sätze!)

1. The BBC is just showing an interview with a famous actor.

________________________________________________________________ .

2. Has someone in this office already answered the email?

________________________________________________________________ .

3. People in England normally don’t speak German.

________________________________________________________________ .

4. While mom was making tea in the kitchen, dad switched on the TV.

________________________________________________________________ .

5. The shop assistant showed us the way to the station. (2 possibilities!)

a) ____________________________________________________________________ .

b) ____________________________________________________________________ .
6. Why are you calling me Robert? My name is Jim.

________________________________________________________________ .

7. Green is the colour that you get if you mix blue and yellow.

________________________________________________________________ .

8. In the middle of an ocean you normally can’t see land.

________________________________________________________________ .

9. Cats usually like milk.

________________________________________________________________ .

10. The stewardess brought us coffee and biscuits. (2 possibilities!)

   a) _______________________________________________________________________.

   b) _______________________________________________________________________.
Lösungen:

1) An interview with a famous rockstar **is just being shown by the BBC**.  
2) **Has the email already been answered by someone in this office.**  
3) German normally **isn’t spoken** in England by the people.  
4) While tea **was being made** in the kitchen by mom, the TV **was switched on by dad.**  
5) **We were shown the way to the station by the shop assistant.** / **The way to the station was shown to us by the shop assistant.**  
6) **Why am I being called Robert by you? My name is Jim.**  
7) Green is the colour that you get if blue and yellow **are mixed by you.**  
8) In the middle of an ocean normally **no land can be seen by you.**  
9) Milk **is usually liked by cats.**  
10) **We were brought coffee and biscuits by the stewardess.** / **Coffee and biscuits were brought to us by the stewardess.**